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With organized arrangement of the data center,
there is enough space for regular maintenance
OVERVIEW
Just Dial is an Indian company providing search services all over India, over the Phone, Web,
and Mobile and SMS. It is headquartered in Mumbai, Maharashtra.
Justdial's search service bridges the gap between the users and businesses by helping users find
relevant providers of products and services quickly, while helping businesses listed in Just dial's
database to market their offerings.
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As an Indian organization that prides itself on its facilities, providing to all people around the
country, Just Dial was facing a critical issue for the Maintenance of its Data Center. As a Service
Provider, our Engineer visited the Site and found out Cabling present was not properly routed and
dressed, causing to trace the start route. Also, Comfort Air Conditioning which was present was
unable to provide the required cooling to the data center, resulting heating of the servers.
The Power Source available at site was impure containing harmonics in it, causing more power
consumption than required. The placing of equipment's was in random manner, which resulted
in Shortage of Space in data center. No such arrangement was present to Monitor Data Center
and these rooms need to be maintained under Temperature and Humidity control for the safety
of the equipment's. Due to Several Critical issues, Just Dial was looking for a solution that was
extremely simple to use across the board.

SOLUTIONS
As part of the discussions with Network TechLab (I) Pvt.Ltd India (Network TechLab), Just Dial
compared the different products in the market.Network TechLab explained to Just Dial that for its
unique condition, Data Centre of Libert APM UPS,was a better fit. Network TechLab even went a
step further and did a proof of concept for Just Dial. On observing the working model, Just Dial
was convinced, and chose Libert APM UPA, keeping in mind the requirements and meeting their
necessities, in order. Network Techlab (NTIPL) prepared proper Data Center Layout; this helped in
proper organizing the data center.The row-based Liebert APM is a transformer-free, online
uninterruptible power supply (UPS) that allows quick and easy capacity increases with Flex Power
hardware assemblies, with no additional floor space required. Liebert APM operates with the
industry's highest Data Center power efficiency up to 94% at loads of 50-100%. Network racks
were provided in which servers were mounted in proper order along with proper Cable routings.
This made the Data Center room to look spacious.

“Just Dial was Convinced with our solution of Smart Data Center
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Libert APM was the Right Choice for it’s need. The Proof of
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Concept convinced Just Dial of the same.”

